
Leverage Azenix’s IP by adopting 
the right foundations and 
framework to ensure success

Enabling your accelerated 
uptake of Azure with Azland.

Our consultants provide deep, cross-industry expertise 
and a courageous point of view to help you break through 
barriers and forge a clear path forward. From platform 
enablement and building cloud-native apps to DevOps 
transformations and data pipelines, we help our customers 
get the most out of their technology investments while 
mitigating the risks that come with change.

At Azenix, we’ve developed a proven approach and platform 
called Azland, which greatly reduces the time it takes to 
implement the right components of the Cloud Adoption 
Framework (CAF) removing any obstacles to successfully 
turn traditional data center enterprises into an innovative 
cloud-based businesses.
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Building great technology 
solutions is at the core of 
what we do.

Passion for technology drives us. 
Innovation and collaboration defines us.

It’s our awesome people 
that really set us apart.

1. Assessment
Our approach is designed to meet the needs of varying 
businesses looking to launch, migrate apps quickly or 
accelerate your access to Azure Data and AI services. 

We kickoff with assessment workshop to determine the 
right components of the CAF to implement Azland now 
and into the future.

3. Implementation
With security baked in you won’t need to worry about 
whether your platform is secure - Azland has you 
covered!

Implementation is done through infrastructure as code 
ensuring it is efficient and repeatable.

2. Design
Azenix takes Microsoft and community best-practice 
coupled with extensive multi-industry experience from 
our engineers to deliver a design that meets your 
requirements each and every time.

Designs are created in an iterative and collaborative 
approach so that your engineers never lose touch.

4. Outcomes
Once deployed, Azland can grow with you! It starts 
small to keep costs low knowing you can easily 
scale efficiently when the time comes.

Leverage the capability of the Azure cloud to scale 
automatically as needed to facilitate scheduled 
workloads, batch runs and solutions with varying 
demand.


